
 

Tackers Day 

Game 1 – Brunswick Dragons V Glen Iris 

The first passage of play saw the ball in our forward line and a point scored by Hudson.  As the ball 

rebounded to our backline Jonah took a great mark in defense.  Excellent efforts by Freddy in a great 

tackle leading to Jonah with a goal.  Back in the centre the midfield did what they have practiced 

with a tap from Josh and a clearance by Hudson.   Another goal saving mark, this time by Liam KC.  

Isiah took possession of the ball on the wing and kicked to a pack where Will got a free, who played 

on and put the ball between the big and little sticks for a point.    

With only 2 minutes between the halves, the boys stayed in positions and simply changed roles.  

That is, the backs became forward and the forwards became backs, although it was not clear 

whether all boys had a complete grasp on what this meant.  The highlight of the opening passage in 

the second half was Will Currie getting the ball on the wing, dodging his opponent and kicking a goal.  

Miles did a great tackle, Nathan took a strong mark in defense and kicked to Hudson who was on his 

own.   Josh was doing great in the ruck, Antonio was taking the game on running through the centre, 

Will Cole great handpass in play, good running by Jonah to a contest, tackle by Isaiah, clearance by 

Riley, tackling by Hamish. 

A close game but a winning one for the mighty Dragons.   

Coaches message for the next game – one long kick can nearly go the whole ground so look to kick it 

as much as possible.   

GO DRAGONS.   

Game 2 – Brunswick Dragons V Beverley Hills 

A furious start by the Dragons against the team that had flown in from “Beverley Hills” for Tackers 

Day. 

A clearance kick by Jonah landed a great mark by Hudson.  Play moved on with a great tackle by Will 

Cole whilst in the ruck, Isaiah had some strong taps and clearances to get the ball out to his team 

mates.  Free kicks to Oliver, Riley and Isaiah.  The Dragons tackled hard with both Alex and Miles 

showing tough skills.  A great kick in by Josh, some good shepherding from Hamish, Zac and Isaiah 

gave Antonio a good clear run with the ball. After a Liam S clearance, Antonio was off again on 

another run with the ball.  A smother by Hudson and another tackle from Isaiah resulted in the 

specky of the first half to Nathan. 



The second half started (unfortunately) with Isaiah’s tap going Beverley Hills bound and as the ball 

made its way up to their forward pocket, Alex made a great and brave intercept on the line to save 

the goal.  Miles clearance went straight to Will Cole who kicked onto Will Currie.  A good strong kick 

from Jonah to Hudson then on to Will Currie for a fantastic goal (proudly cheered on by the Coach!). 

Some ferocious tackling by Will Cole and Liam S resulted in a blinder of a mark to Jonah.  A great goal 

saving mark to Liam KC and the ball made its way back to Will Currie whose sprint with the ball was 

just a bit too far.   

Great game Dragons. 

 

Game 3  Brunswick V Ashburton 

The sun continued to shine as the Dragons roared for their last game of the tournament. A slow start 

before Liam KC took a great mark and then a kick to Will Currie and he was off.. A long, confident run 

down the wing and a very slightly off centre kick to register out first point.  Isaiah’s marking skills 

were again on display as were 2 blinder marks from Freddie. Nathan displayed some wonderful pick 

up and run skills whilst Riley showed us how tackling should be done.  The second half started with a 

solid mark to Miles in Ashburtons goal square. Some standout marks including one to Jonah and 

another to Isaiah.  A well timed goal to Hudson resulted in a very close game.  Well done Dragons 


